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A B S T R A C T 

The fuzzy linear programming problem has been used as an important planning tool for the different 

disciplines such as engineering, business, finance, economics, etc. In this paper, we proposed a 

modified algorithm to find the fuzzy optimal solution of fully fuzzy linear programming problems 

with equality constraints. Recently, Ezzati et al. (Applied Mathematical Modelling, 39 (2015) 3183-

3193) suggested a new algorithm to solve fully fuzzy linear programming problems. In this paper, 

we modified this algorithm and compare it with other existing methods. Furthermore, for illustration, 

some numerical examples and one real problem are used to demonstrate the correctness and 

usefulness of the proposed method. 
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1. Introduction 

Modeling and optimization under a fuzzy environment is called fuzzy modeling and fuzzy 

optimization. Fuzzy linear programming is one of the most frequently applied in fuzzy decision 

making techniques. Although, it has been investigated and expanded for more than decades by 

many researchers and from the varies point of views, it is still useful to develop new approaches 

in order to better fit the real world problems within the framework of  fuzzy linear programming. 

Traditional optimization techniques and methods have been successfully applied for years to 

solve problems with a well-defined structure. Such optimization problems are usually well 

formulated by crisply specific objective functions and specific system of constraints, and solved 

by precise mathematics. Unfortunately, real world situations are often not deterministic. There 

exist various types of uncertainties in social, industrial and economic systems, such as 
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randomness of occurrence of events, imprecision and ambiguity of system data and linguistic 

vagueness, etc., which come from many ways, including errors of measurement, deficiency in 

history and statistical data, insufficient theory, incomplete knowledge expression, and the 

subjectivity and preference of human judgment, etc. As talked about by Zimmermann [1], several 

types of uncertainties can be categorized as stochastic uncertainty and fuzziness. 

Stochastic uncertainty pertains to the uncertainty of events of phenomena or events. Its features 

lie in the fact that descriptions of information are crisp and well defined, however, they vary in 

their frequency of occurrence. Therefore, systems with this type of uncertainty are called 

stochastic systems, which can be solved by stochastic optimization techniques using probability 

theory.  

In some other circumstances, the decision-maker does not think the frequently used probability 

distribution is always appropriate, particularly when the information is vague, relating to human 

language and behavior, imprecise/ambiguous system data, or when the information could not be 

described and defined well due to limited knowledge and deficiency in its understanding. Such 

types of uncertainty are called fuzziness. It cannot be formulated and solved effectively by 

traditional mathematics-based optimization techniques nor did probability base stochastic 

optimization approaches. 

The Fuzzy Linear Programming (FLP) problem can be introduced in several ways such as (i) 

the constraints are inequalities with fuzzy technological coefficients/fuzzy decision variables (ii) 

the constraints are equalities with fuzzy technological coefficients/fuzzy decision variables 

equalities (iii) the goals may be fuzzy (iv) all parameters of LP may be  in terms of fuzzy numbers. 

Many researchers proposed various methods for solving fuzzy linear programming problem [2-

11]. Lotfi et al. [7] proposed full fuzzy linear programming problems where all parameters and 

variables were triangular fuzzy numbers. The proposed method is to find the fuzzy optimal 

solution with equality constraints. Ebrahimnejad et al. [4] proposed a method for solving fuzzy 

linear programming problems where all coefficients of objective functions and right hand side 

are represented by symmetric trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. They convert the fuzzy linear 

programming problem into an equivalent crisp linear programming and then solved the LP by 

standard primal simplex algorithm. Kumar et al.[6] proposed a method for solving fully fuzzy 

linear programming problem with equality constraints. They transformed FLP in to equivalent 

crisp linear programming problem and used regular simplex method. Iskander [12] introduced a 

stochastic fuzzy linear multi objective programming problem and transformed it to a stochastic 

fuzzy linear programming problem using a fuzzy weighted objective function. They used chance-

constrained approach as well as the α-level methodology to transform the stochastic fuzzy linear 

programming problem to its equivalent deterministic-crisp linear programming problem. 

Veeramani and Duraisamy [10] discussed the fully fuzzy linear programming (FFLP) problems 

in which all the parameters and variables are triangular fuzzy numbers. They proposed a new 

approach of solving FFLP problem using the concept of nearest symmetric triangular fuzzy 
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number approximation with preserve expected interval. The dual problem of the LP with 

trapezoidal fuzzy number and some duality results to solve fuzzy linear programming problem 

was introduced in [13].  

Ezzati et al. [14] introduced a new algorithm to solve fully fuzzy linear programming problem. 

They have converted the problem to a multi-objective linear programming (MOLP) problem and 

then it was solved by a new lexicographic ordering method. In this paper, we modified the 

mentioned algorithm and proposed a new method for finding the fuzzy optimal solution of FFLP 

problem. 

This paper is organized as follows: Some basic definitions and notations are present in Section 

2. In Section 3, we present a modified method to solve FFLP problem. Some examples are 

provided for testing the new proposed method in next section and Kumar et al. method [6] , Ezzati 

et al. method [14] and the proposed method will be compared each other. Finally, in Section 5, 

concluding remarks are present. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we have presented some basics concepts of fuzzy sets and triangular fuzzy 

number, which was very useful in this paper. 

Definition 2.1 [15, 16] Let X denotes a universal set. Then a fuzzy subset 
~

A  of X is defined by 

its membership function ];1,0[:~ X
A

 which assigned a real number )(~ x
A

  in the interval [0, 

1], to each element Xx , where the values of )(~ x
A

 at x shows the grade of membership of x in

A
~

. A fuzzy subset A
~

 can be characterized as a set of ordered pairs of element x and grade )(~ x
A

  

and is often written XxxxA
A

 :))(,(
~

~  is called a fuzzy set. 

Definition 2.2 [15, 16]A fuzzy number ),,(
~

acbA  (where b c a) is said to be a triangular 

fuzzy number if its membership function is given by 
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Definition 2.3 [15, 16]A triangular fuzzy number ),,( acb  is said to be non-negative fuzzy 

number if and only if 0b . 

Definition 2.4 [15, 16]Two triangular fuzzy number ),,(
~

acbA  and ),,(
~

dfeB   are said to be 

equal if and only if dafceb  ,, . 
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Definition 2.5[17] A ranking is a function RRFR )(:  where F(R)is a set of fuzzy number 

defined on set of real numbers, which maps each fuzzy number into the real line, where a 

natural order exists. Let ),,(
~

acbA  is a triangular fuzzy number then
4

2
)

~
(

acb
A


 . 

 Definition 2.6 [15, 16] Let ),,(
~

acbA  , ),,(
~

dfeB   be two triangular fuzzy numbers then: 

),,,(),,(),,(
~~

dafcebdfeacbBA   

),,,(),,(),,(
~~

eafcdbdfeacbBA   

Let ),,(
~

acbA   be any triangular fuzzy number and ),,(
~

dfeB   be a non-negative triangular 

fuzzy number then, 

 
















,0),,(

,0,0),,(

,0),,(
~~~~

cifcdcfbd

abifadcfbd

bifadcfbe

BABA  

Definition 2.7 Let ),,(
~

acbA  , ),,(
~

dfeB   be two triangular fuzzy numbers. We say that A
~

 

is relatively less than B
~

, if and only if 

 eb  or 

 eb   and )()( fecb   or 

 )()(, fecbeb  and )()( edba  . 

Note: It is clear from the Definition 2.7 that )()(, fecbeb  and )()( edba  if and 

only if BA
~~

 . 

3. Fully Fuzzy Linear Programming Problem 

We consider a standard form of FFLP problem where all parameters and variables are fuzzy 

triangular numbers as follows: 

 xcMax t~  

 s.t     bxA
~~~

 ,                                       (1) 

          .0~ x  

Where ]~[~
j

t cc   is 1 by n matrix; ]~[~
jxx   is n by 1 matrix; ]~[

~
ijaA   is m by n matrix;  ]

~
[

~
ijbb   

is  m by 1 matrix; Here all the parameters ijjjj axdc ~,~,
~

,~   are set of fuzzy numbers. 

Let ),,(~ **** zyxx   be an exact optimal solution of the problem (1). Now we are going to 

introduce a new algorithm to find exact optimal solution. The steps of the proposed algorithm 

are given as follows: 
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Step 1. The problem (1) can be written as  

 Max   ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt ) 

 s.t.       ( )(),(),()(),(),( 321 bbbAzAyAx  ),                                                   (2) 

 .0,, zyx  

Step 2. In problem (2) may be written as 

  Max    ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt ) 

               s.t.            )()( 1bAx  , ))()()()(( 21 bbAyAx  ,   ( )()()()( 31 bbAzAx  ),                       (3) 

    .0,0,0  xyzyx  

Step 3. Based on Definition 2.6 the problem (3) can be transformed into MOLP problem with 

three crisp linear programming problem as follows: 

Max xc t
 

Max    )()( ycxc tt   

Max   )()( zcxc tt                                         (4) 

s.t. )()( 1bAx  , 

))()()()(( 21 bbAyAx  ,   

 ( )()()()( 31 bbAzAx  ),   

.0,0,0  xyzyx  

Step 4. The lexicographic method will be used to obtain optimal solution of problem (4), we get 

Max  xc t
 

s.t. )()( 1bAx  , 

))()()()(( 21 bbAyAx  ,  

 ( )()()()( 31 bbAzAx  ),                                     (5)  

.0,0,0  xyzyx  

Step 5. Using Steps 3-4 we have, 

Max    )()( ycxc tt   

          s.t.          xc t
=t, 

)()( 1bAx  , ))()()()(( 21 bbAyAx  ,   

 ( )()()()( 31 bbAzAx  ),                                      (6)  

.0,0,0  xyzyx  

Where t is the optimal solution of problem (5). 

Step 6. Solve this problem used in Step 5 as follows: 

Max   )()( zcxc tt   

s.t. )()( ycxc tt  =u, 

xc t
=t, 

)()( 1bAx  , 
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))()()()(( 21 bbAyAx  ,                                                   (7) 

    ( )()()()( 31 bbAzAx  ),  

.0,0,0  xyzyx  

Where u is the optimal solution of problem (6). 

In Step 6, we get an exact optimal solution, which is equivalent to the problem (2). 

Theorem 3.1  If )(),(),(~ **** zyxx   be an optimal solution of problems (5-7), then it is also an 

exact optimal solution of problem (2). 

Proof.  By the method of contradiction, let )(),(),(~ **** zyxx   be an optimal solution of (5)-(7), 

but it is not the exact optimal solution of problem (2). 

 Let us we consider )(),(),(~ 0000 zyxx  , such that in the case of maximization 

).(),(),()(),(),( 000*** zcycxczcycxc tttttt   

Based on Definition 2.7, we have three conditions as follows: 

Case (i) In case of maximization, we consider let ).()( 0* xcxc tt   Also, with respect to the 

assumption we have: 

),
~

()( 1

0 bAx   

),
~

()
~

()()( 21

00 bbAyAx   

),
~

()
~

()()( 31

00 bbAzAx   

.0,0,0 00000  xyzyx  

Therefore, )(),(),( 000 zyx is a feasible solution of problem (5) in which the objective value in 

)(),(),( 000 zyx  is greater than the objective value in )(),(),( *** zyx . However, it is 

contradiction. 

Case(ii) In case of maximization, let us we consider ),()( 0* xcxc tt  and 

)()()()( 00** ycxcycxc tttt    Also, with respect to the assumption we have: 

),
~

()( 1

0 bAx   

),
~

()
~

()()( 21

00 bbAyAx   

),
~

()
~

()()( 31

00 bbAzAx   

.0,0,0 00000  xyzyx  

Therefore, )(),(),( 000 zyx is a feasible solution of problem (6) in which the objective value in 

)(),(),( 000 zyx  is less than the objective value in )(),(),( *** zyx . However, it is 

contradiction. 
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Case (iii) In case of maximization, let us we consider ),()( 0* xcxc tt 

)()()()( 00** ycxcycxc tttt  and )()()()( 00** zcxczcxc tttt   . In addition, with 

respect to the assumption we have: 

),
~

()( 1

0 bAx   

),
~

()
~

()()( 21

00 bbAyAx   

),
~

()
~

()()( 31

00 bbAzAx   

.0,0,0 00000  xyzyx  

Therefore, )(),(),( 000 zyx is a feasible solution of problem (7) in which the objective value in 

)(),(),( 000 zyx  is greater than the objective value in )(),(),( *** zyx . However, it is 

contradiction. 

Therefore )(),(),(~ **** zyxx   is an exact optimal solution of problem (2). 

The flow chart describes the procedure of the proposed method as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

  

   

 

 

   

 

Figure 1. Flowchart for solving FFLP problem. 
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4. Numerical Example 

In this section we consider some examples to illustrate our proposed method and compare it. 

Example 4.1. [6]: Let us consider the following FFLP problem and solve it. 

Maximize ,~)8,3,2(~)9,6,1( 21 xx   

           subject to   ),30,16,6(~)3,2,1(~)4,3,2( 21  xx                                    (8) 

),30,17,1(~)4,3,1(~)2,1,1( 21  xx  

.0~,~
21 xx  

Solution:  Let us consider ),,(~
1111 zyxx   and ),,(~

2222 zyxx  then the given FFLP problem (8) 

can be written as follows: 

Maximize ),,,()8,3,2(),,()9,6,1( 222111 zyxzyx   

Subject to ),30,16,6(),,()3,2,1(),,()4,3,2( 222111  zyxzyx                                 (9) 

),30,17,1(),,()4,3,1(),,()2,1,1( 222111  zyxzyx  

.0),,(),,,( 222111 zyxzyx  

Using Step 2, the problem (9) can be converted in to MOLP problem as follows: 

Max       21 2xx   

Max      21 36 yy   

  Max      21 89 zz   

 Subject to  ,62 21  xx  

,121  xx  

,10232 2121  yyxx                                             (10) 

,163 2121  yyxx  

,36342 2121  zzxx  

,3142 2121  zzxx  

.0,0,0

,0,0,0

2122

221111





xxyz

xyyzxy
 

Using Step 3, the problem (10) can be converted in to MOLP problem as follows: 

Max       21 2xx  , 

Max       ,362 2121 yyxx   

Max       2121 892 zzxx  , 

Subject to   ,62 21  xx  

     ,121  xx  

,10232 2121  yyxx                                               (11) 

,163 2121  yyxx  
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,36342 2121  zzxx  

,3142 2121  zzxx  

.0,0,0

,0,0,0

2122

221111





xxyz

xyyzxy
 

Using Steps 4- 6, the optimal solution of problem (11) is 

),,(~
1111 zyxx  = (1.6, 2, 3), 

      ),,(~
2222 zyxx  =(2.6, 5, 6), 

Now the optimal value of the problem (2) may be written as 

(
*~~xc ) proposed method= ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt )= (6.8, 27, 75). 

In Ezzati’s method [14] the optimal solution of the objective functions are 

                   
),,(~

1111 zyxx  = (1.6, 2, 3), ),,(~
2222 zyxx  =(2.6, 5, 6). 

The objective value is 

                       (
*~~xc ) = ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt )= (6.8, 27, 75). 

In Kumar’s method [6] the optimal solution of the objective functions are 

                      
),,(~

1111 zyxx  = (1, 2, 3), ),,(~
2222 zyxx  =(4, 5, 6). 

The objective value is: 

                          (
*~~xc ) = ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt

) = (9, 27, 75). 

By comparing the results of proposed method with Ezzati’s and Kumar’s method, based on 

Definition 2.7, we can conclude that our result is equal to Ezzati result, because: 

  9= )( xc t
Kumar’s method> )( xc t

proposed method= )( xc t
Ezzati method=6.8, 

 84= )( xc t
Kumar’s method> )()( zcxc tt  proposed method= )()( zcxc tt  Ezzati method=81.8, 

 (
*~~xc )Ezzati method = (

*~~xc )proposed method=(6.8,27,75)< )( xc t
Kumar’s method=(9, 27, 75). 

Example 4.2 [8]: Consider the following FFLP problem and find the objective value functions. 

  Min ,~)8,2,1(~)9,3,1( 21 xx   

  Subject to   ),22,9,1(~)4,3,2(~)5,3,1( 21  xx                                 (12) 

              ),18,8,1(~)4,3,2(~)3,2,1( 21  xx  

              .0~,~
21 xx  

Solution:  Let us consider ),,(~
1111 zyxx   and ),,(~

2222 zyxx  then the given FFLP problem (12) 

can be written as follows: 

  Maximize ),,,()8,2,1(),,()9,3,1( 222111 zyxzyx   
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  Subject to ),22,9,1(),,()4,3,2(),,()5,3,1( 222111  zyxzyx

                                                                                                                              (13) 

               ),18,8,1(),,()4,3,2(),,()3,2,1( 222111  zyxzyx  

              .0),,(),,,( 222111 zyxzyx  

Using Step 2, the problem (13) can be converted in to MOLP problem as follows: 

 

  Max       21 xx  , 

Max       ,23 2121 yyxx   

Max       2121 89 zzxx  , 

Subject to   ,12 21  xx  

                             ,12 21  xx  

                             ,8332 2121  yyxx                                   (14) 

        ,7322 2121  yyxx  

       ,23452 2121  zzxx  

       ,19432 2121  zzxx  

    
.0,0,0

,0,0,0

2122

221111





xxyz

xyyzxy
 

Using Steps 4-6, the optimal solution of problem (14) is 

),,(~
1111 zyxx  = (0, 1, 2), 

      ),,(~
2222 zyxx  = (0.5, 2, 3). 

Now the optimal value of the problem (2) may be written as 

    (
*~~xc ) proposed method= ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt ) = (1, 7, 42). 

In Ezzati’s method the optimal solution of the objective functions are: 

),,(~
1111 zyxx  = (0, 1, 2), 

      ),,(~
2222 zyxx  = (0.5, 2, 3). 

  Now the optimal value of the problem (2) may be written as 

       (
*~~xc ) Ezzati’s method= ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt ) = (1, 7, 42). 

 In Kumar’s method the optimal solution of the objective functions are: 

),,(~
1111 zyxx  = (0, 1, 2), 

      ),,(~
2222 zyxx  = (0.5, 2, 3). 

 Now the optimal value of the problem (2) may be written as 

  (
*~~xc ) Kumar’s method= ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt

) = (1, 7, 42). 

By comparing the results of proposed method with Ezzati’s and Kumar’s method, based on 

Definition 2.7, we can conclude that our result is more effective, because: 

)( xc t
proposed method= )( xc t

Ezzati method= )( xc t
Kumar’s method=1 

)()( zcxc tt  proposed method= )()( zcxc tt  Ezzati method= )( xc t
Kumar’s method=43 

(
*~~xc )Ezzati method = (

*~~xc )proposed method= )( xc t
Kumar’s method=(1, 7, 42). 
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Example 4.3 [14]: Consider the FFLP problem  

 Max xc t ~~  

s.t. ,
~~~
bxA   

.0~ x  

where Ac
~

,~  and b
~

 are given as follows: 

,

)14,12,10(

)17,14,10(

)20,16,10(

)17,15,10(

~



















c 









)18,14,13()20,17,14()19,18,14()16,14,12(

)17,15,11()13,12,9()13,11,10()13,10,8(~
A ,   











)5.759,5.539,5.385(

)75.573,75.411,75.271(~
b , 

Using Step 1, the problem may be written as follows: 

  Max 432143214321 14172017,12141615,10101010 zzzzyyyyxxxx   

s.t. 75.271119108 4321  xxxx  

5.38513141412 4321  xxxx , 

,75.41115121110 4321  yyyy  

           ,5.53914171814 4321  yyyy  

           ,75.57317131313 4321  zzzz  

           ,5.75918201916 4321  zzzz  

          .4,3,2,1,0,,,0  jzyxyx jjjjj
 

Using Step 2, problem may be written as  

Max ,10101010 4321 xxxx   

Max  ,12141615 4321 yyyy   

Max  ,14172017 4321 zzzz   

                      s.t.           75.271119108 4321  xxxx  

                               5.38513141412 4321  xxxx , 

          14015121110119108 43214321  yyyyxxxx , 

          ,1541417181413141412 43214321  yyyyxxxx  

          ,5.84517131313119108 43214321  zzzzxxxx  

                               ,11451820191613141412 43214321  zzzxxxx , 

          .4,3,2,1,0,,,0  jzyxyx jjjjj
 

Using Step 3, problem may be written as 
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Max ,10101010 4321 xxxx   

Max ,1214161510101010 43214321 yyyyxxxx   

Max ,1417201710101010 43214321 zzzzxxxx   

                      s.t.               75.271119108 4321  xxxx  

                    5.38513141412 4321  xxxx , 

                   14015121110119108 43214321  yyyyxxxx , 

,1541417181413141412 43214321  yyyyxxxx  

,5.84517131313119108 43214321  zzzzxxxx  

,11451820191613141412 43214321  zzzzxxxx , 

.4,3,2,1,0,,,0  jzyxyx jjjjj
 

After solving this problem by using Steps 4-6, we have 

,

)49.6,49.6,49.6(

)85.15,52.9,12.4(

)6.2,6.2,6.2(

)27.17,27.17,27.17(

~



















x  

Now the optimal value of the problem (2) may be written as 

    (
*~~xc ) proposed method= ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt )= (304.8, 511.81, 705.9). 

In Ezzati’s method the optimal solution of the objective functions are 

,

)36.6,36.6,36.6(

)36.16,97.9,64.4(

)16.2,16.2,16.2(

)27.17,27.17,27.17(

~



















x  

Now the optimal value of the problem (2) may be written as 

  (
*~~xc ) Ezzati’s method= ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt

) = (304.58, 509.79, 704.37). 

In Kumar’s method the optimal solution of the objective functions are 

  ,

)49.6,49.6,49.6(

)25.11,25.11,6(

)1.9,4.2,4.2(

)28.15,28.15,28.15(

~



















x  

     (
*~~xc ) Kumar’s method= ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt

) = (301.83, 503.23, 724.15). 

By comparing the results of proposed method with Ezzati’s and Kumar’s method, based on 

Definition 2.7, we can conclude that our result is effective, because 
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304.80 = )( xc t
proposed method> )( xc t

Ezzati method=304.58> )( xc t
Kumar’s method=301.83 

  )()( zcxc tt  Kumar’s method>1010.7= )()( zcxc tt  proposed method> )()( zcxc tt  Ezzati method=1008.95, 

    (301.83, 503.23, 724.15) =(
*~~xc ) Kumar’s method>(304.58, 509.79, 704.37)= 

                                              (
*~~xc )Ezzati method>(

*~~xc )proposed method=(304.8, 511.81, 705.9). 

In Figure 2, we compare the membership function for the proposed method and existing 

methods. It shows that the proposed method is better than the existing methods. 

Example 4.4 [14]. Dali Company is the leading producer of soft drinks and low-temperature 

foods in Taiwan. Currently, Dali plans to develop the south-East Asian market and broaden the 

visibility of Dali products in the Chinese market. Notably, following the entry of Taiwan to the 

world trade Organization, Dali plans to seek strategic alliance with prominent international 

companies, and introduced international bread to lighten the embedded future impact. In the 

domestic soft drinks market, Dali produces tea beverages to meet demand from four distribution 

centers in Taichung, Chiayi, Kaohsiung, and Taipei, with production being based at three plants 

in Changhua, Touliu, and Hsinchu. According to the preliminary environmental information, 

Table 1 summarizes the potential supply available from these three plants, the forecast demand 

from the four distribution centers, and the unit transportation costs for each route used by Dali 

for the upcoming season. The environmental coefficients and related parameters generally are 

imprecise numbers with triangular possibility  

distributions over the planning horizon due to incomplete or unobtainable information. For 

example, the available supply of the Changhua plant is (7.2, 8, 8.8) thousand dozen bottles, the 

forecast demand of the Taichung distribution center is (6.2, 7, 7.8) thousand dozen bottles, and 

the transportation cost per dozen bottles from Changhua to Taichung is ($8, $10, $10.8). Due to 

transportation costs being a major expense, the management of Dali is initiating a study to reduce 

these costs as much as possible. 
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 Figure 2. Membership function: Proposed method vs existing methods. 

Table 1. Data of Example 4.4 (in U. S. dollar) 

______________________________________________________________________       

Source           Destination                                                                                                               Supply (000dozenbottles) 

 

    Taichung              Chiayi                    Kaohsiung               Taipei 

Changhua        ($8, $10, $10.8)     ($20.4, $22, $24)    ($8, $10, $10.6)     ($18.8, $20, $22)               (7.2,8, 8.8) 

Touliu              ($14, $15, $16)      ($18.2, $20, $22)    ($10, $12, $13)      ($6, $8, $8.8)                     (12, 14, 16) 

Hsinchu           ($18.4,$20,$21)      ($9.6,$12,$13)        ($7.8,$10,$10.8)    ($14,$15,$16)                    (10.2,12,13.8) 

Demand           (6.2,7,7.8)               (8.9,10,11.1)          (6.5,8,9.5)               (7.8,9,10.2) 

 

 

This real world problem can be formulated to the following FFLP problem: 

Min((8,10,10.8) 11
~x +(20.4,22,24) 12

~x +(8,10,10.6) 13
~x +(18.8,20,22) 14

~x +(14,15,16) 21
~x

+(18.2,20,22) 22
~x +(10,12,13) 23

~x +(6,8,8.8) 24
~x +(18.4,20,21) 31

~x +(9.6,12,13) 32
~x +(7.8,10,10.8)

33
~x +(14,15,16) 34

~x ) 

s.t. ),8.8,8,2.7(~~~~
14131211  xxxx  

),16,14,12(~~~~
24232221  xxxx  

),8.13,12,2.10(~~~~
34333231  xxxx  

),8.7,7,2.6(~~~
312111  xxx  

),1.11,10,9.8(~~~
322212  xxx  

),5.9,8,5.6(~~~
332313  xxx  

),2.10,9,8.7(~~~
342414  xxx  
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Using Step 1, problem may be written as 

 Min  

343332312423222114131211 148.76.94.186102.18148.1884.208 xxxxxxxxxxxx 

, 343332312423222114131211 15101220812201520102210 yyyyyyyyyyyy  ,

343332314.223222114131211 168.1013218.8132216226.10248.10 zzzzzzzzzzzz 

 

s.t. ,2.714131211  xxxx  

,814131211  yyyy  

,8.814131211  zzzz  

,1224232221  yxxx  

,1424232221  yyyy  

,1624232221  zzzz  

,2.1034333231  xxxx  

,1234333231  yyyy  

,8.1334333231  zzzz  

,2.6312111  xxx  

,7312111  yyy  

,8.7312111  zzz  

,9.8322212  xxx  

,10322212  yyy  

,1.11322212  zzz  

,5.6332313  xxx  

,8332313  yyy  

,5.9332313  zzz  

,8.7342414  xxx  

,9342414  yyy  

,2.10342414  zzz  

,4,3,2,1,3,2,1,0  jixy ijij
 

,4,3,2,1,3,2,1,0  jiyz ijij
 

.4,3,2,1,3,2,1,0  jixij
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After solving this problem by using Steps 2-6, we have: 

.

),0,0,0(

),8.2,2,3.1(

),11,10,9.8(

),0,0,0(

),2.10,9,8.7(

),5.5,5,2.4(

),3.0,0,0(

),0,0,0(

),0,0,0(

),1,1,1(

),0,0,0(

),8.7,7,2.6(

~













































x  

Now the optimal value of the problem (2) may be written as 

      (
*~~xc ) proposed method= ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt ) = (241.98, 340, 435.94). 

In Ezzati’s method the optimal solution of the objective functions are 

,

).4.0,0,0(

),6.2,2,3.1(

),10,10,9.8(

),8.0,0,0(

),9,9,8.7(

),9.5,5,2.4(

),1.1,0,0(

),8.0,0,0(

),1,1,1(

),0,0,0(

),7,7,2.6(

~









































x  

Now the optimal value of the problem (2) may be written as 

 (
*~~xc ) Ezzati’s method= ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt

) = (241.98, 352, 433.46). 
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In Kumar’s method the optimal solution and optimal valu of the problem is 















































),0,0,0(

),7.2,2,3.1(

),1.11,10,9.8(

),0,0,0(

),2.10,9,8.7(

),8.5,5,2.4(

),0,0,0(

),0,0,0(

),0,0,0(

),1,1,1(

),0,0,0(

),8.7,7,2.6(

~x

 

      (
*~~xc ) Kumar’s method= ( )(),(),( zcycxc ttt )= (241.98, 352, 433.46). 

By comparing the results of proposed method with Ezzati’s and Kumar’s method, based on 

Definition 2.7, we can conclude that our result is effective, because: 

)( xc t
Proposed method= )( xc t

Ezzati method= )( xc t
Kumar’s method=241.98 

677.92= )()( zcxc tt  proposedmethod> )()( zcxc tt  Ezzati method= )()( zcxc tt  Ezzati method=675.44 

 (241.98, 352, 433.46)=(
*~~xc ) Kumar’s method=(241.98, 352, 433.46)=(

*~~xc )Ezzati method 

>(
*~~xc )proposed method=(241.98, 340, 435.94). 

 

Figure 3. Membership function: Proposed method vs existing methods. 

In Figure 3, we compare the membership function for the proposed method and existing 

methods. It shows that the proposed method is better than the existing methods. 
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5. Advantages of the Proposed Method 

The proposed method has been studied in FFLP problems with fuzzy coefficients. It is pointed 

out that the proposed method is no restriction of all variables and parameters and the obtained 

results are satisfied all the constraints. We used in fuzziness of the objective function is neglected 

by linear ranking function in decision makers. Hence, it is very easy and comfortable for applied 

in real life application as compared as to existing methods. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a modified technique to solve the FFLP problem in order to obtain 

the fuzzy optimal solution. The main idea behind this paper is LP problem with triangular fuzzy 

numbers is converted into MOLP problem and solved as a crisp linear programming problem. 

We compare the proposed technique with existing of two method and also draw graph we shown 

the easy, applicability of our proposed method which we studied in the above result of two 

examples and real life problems. The proposed method can be extended to multi-objective linear 

programming problem, fractional programming problem and multi-objective linear fractional 

programming problem etc. Moreover, a stochastic approach of the above problem can be studied 

and the comparison between the approached can be carried out. 
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